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What is it like to be poor at an Ivy League school?:
High-achieving, low-income students, often the first
in their families to attend college, struggle to feel
they belong on elite campuses.
Foster, Brooke Lea. Boston Globe [Boston, Mass] 12 Apr 2015: R.60.
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[...]in 2004, in the hopes of diversifying its student body and giving low-income, high-achieving students a
chance at an Ivy League education, Harvard announced a game-changing financial aid campaign: The
number of students awarded a Pell Grant -- financial aid of as much as $5,700 given to those with a
family income of up to 250 percent of the poverty line, or about $60,000 for a family of four -- is
considered the best indicator of how many are low-income.
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WHEN ANA BARROS first stepped into Harvard Yard as a freshman, she felt so out of place she might as
well have had the words "low income" written on her forehead. A girl from Newark doesn't belong in a
place like Harvard, she thought, as she marveled at how green the elms were, how quaint the cobblestone
streets. Back home, where her family lives in a modest house bought from Habitat for Humanity, there
wasn't always money for groceries, and the world seemed gray, sirens blaring at all hours. Her parents,
who immigrated to the New York area from Colombia before she was born, spoke Spanish at home. It
was at school that Barros learned English. A petite 5-foot-2 with high cheekbones and a head of modelworthy hair, Barros found out in an e-mail that she'd been accepted to Harvard -- a full scholarship would
give her the means to attend. "I knew at that moment that I'd never suffer in the way that my parents did,"
she says.
She opted for a single her freshman year, because she felt self-conscious about sharing a room with
someone from a more privileged background. "All you see are class markers everywhere, from the way
you dress to the way you talk," says Barros, now a junior sociology major, as she sits in a grand, highceilinged space off the dining room in her Harvard College dorm. During her freshman and sophomore
years, Barros hesitated to speak in class because she often mispronounced words -- she knew what they
meant from her own reading, but she hadn't said many aloud before, and if she had, there had been no
one to correct her. Friends paired off quickly. "You'd get weeded out of friendships based on what you
could afford. If someone said let's go to the Square for dinner and see a movie, you'd move on," she says.
Barros quickly became close with two other low-income students with whom she seemed to have more in
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common. She couldn't relate to her peers who talked about buying $200 shirts or planning exotic spring
break vacations. "They weren't always conscious of how these conversations can make other people
feel," she says. In a recent sociology class, Barros's instructor asked students to state their social class
to spark discussion. "Middle," said one student. "Upper class," said another. Although she'd become
accustomed to sharing her story with faculty, Barros passed. It made her uncomfortable. "Admitting
you're poor to your peers is sometimes too painful," she says. "Who wants to be that one student in class
speaking for everyone?"
For generations, attending an Ivy League college has been practically a birthright for children of the
nation's most elite families. But in 2004, in the hopes of diversifying its student body and giving lowincome, high-achieving students a chance at an Ivy League education, Harvard announced a gamechanging financial aid campaign: If a student could get in, the school would pick up the tab. (Princeton
was the first Ivy to offer poor families the option, in 1998; Yale followed Harvard in 2005.) Families with
incomes of less than $40,000 would no longer be expected to contribute to the cost of their student's
education. (In recent years, income eligibility has increased to $65,000, with significant grants awarded to
families that make up to $150,000.) Having since been adopted, in one form or another, by all the Ivies,
this "zero family contribution" approach opened the gilded doors of top colleges for many of the country's
most disadvantaged students. The number of students awarded a Pell Grant -- financial aid of as much
as $5,700 given to those with a family income of up to 250 percent of the poverty line, or about $60,000
for a family of four -- is considered the best indicator of how many are low-income. At Harvard, where
tuition, room, and board is estimated at $58,600, the Pell is a very small part of a student's financial aid
package. Last year, 19.3 percent of eligible Harvard students were awarded a Pell, an 80 percent increase
since the admissions policy began 11 years ago. At Brown University, 15 percent of students get a Pell,
and at Yale, 14 percent do.
But receiving a full scholarship to an Ivy League school, while a transformative experience for the nation's
poorest students, is only the first hurdle. Once on campus, students report feelings of loneliness,
alienation, and plummeting self-confidence. Having grant money for tuition and fees and holding down
jobs, too, as virtually all of them do, doesn't translate to having the pocket money to keep up with freespending peers. And some disadvantaged students feel they don't have a right to complain to peers or
administrators about anything at all; they don't want to be perceived as ungrateful.
"IT'S TOTAL CULTURE SHOCK," says Ted White, a Harvard sophomore. White grew up working class in
Jamaica Plain and graduated as valedictorian (he was one of the only white kids in his senior class) from
New Mission High School in Hyde Park; his father is an MBTA bus driver. From the start, the Harvard
campus didn't seem built for a kid from a background like his, he says. Classmates came in freshman
year having started businesses or nonprofits (usually with their parents' resources, he says) that could
make even a top student wonder if he belonged. "The starting place for all of us isn't really the same," he
says. White appreciates, for example, that Harvard gives low-income students free tickets to the
freshman formal, but they have to pick up the tickets in a different line from everyone else. "It's clear who
is getting free/reduced tickets and who isn't," he says -- a situation a Harvard spokesperson says the
school is working to remedy. At times, White wondered if he'd made the right choice going to Harvard,
even if he saw his matriculation, like many low-income students do, as his one shot at leaving his family's
financial struggles behind for good.
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Stephen Lassonde, dean of student life at Harvard College, says first-generation students have it
particularly tough because they're wrestling with their identities, like all students, while simultaneously
trying to transcend their socioeconomic backgrounds. "As much as we do to try to make them feel
included, there are multiple ways that their roommates and peers can put them on the outside without
even intending to," he says.
Today, White, a sociology major, is vice president of Harvard's First Generation Student Union, an
advocacy and support network seeking to create positive institutional change for students whose
parents never attended a four-year-college; Barros is the president. To hear them talk about it, the union
has become a haven for Harvard's poorest students, even if "first generation" doesn't always mean poor.
Low-income kids claimed the term when they realized how much easier it was to admit they were
struggling partly because they were the first in their family to go to college, and not simply because they
were poor, says Dan Lobo, who founded the union in 2013. Raised by Cape Verdean immigrant parents in
Lynn -- his dad cooks and his mom waits tables at hotels near Logan -- Lobo spent a few tough years
"trying to transition to Harvard." After having dinner with two classmates in similar circumstances who
also felt like an "invisible minority" on campus and struggled to make friends and keep up academically,
Lobo decided to "come out" as a low-income, first-generation student and organized the First Generation
Student Union. Urging others to talk more openly about how their background influenced their college
experience, he sought to create a community that could advocate for change on campus. "At the time, no
one was talking about first-gen issues at all," says Lobo, who has since graduated (with highest honors)
and works for a nonprofit that helps students of color get into elite private high schools. "It's like Harvard
was committed to admitting underprivileged kids, but then we got here and they didn't know what to do
with us."
As at Harvard, low-income students at Yale and Brown have suggested administrators could do more to
help them develop a sense of belonging. And they, too, have been organizing -- Undergraduate First
Generation Low Income Partnership sprang up in 2014 at Yale. At Brown, three students, including a
Mexican-American kid from California named Manuel Contreras, started 1vyG, the Inter-Ivy, First
Generation College Student Network, in January 2014. Contreras's group organized a three-day
conference this February that brought together students and administrators from other schools to share
information and learn from one another. "Brown wasn't made for students like us," Contreras, a cognitive
science major, often tells fellow members, "but we have to make it ours."
All the groups are seeking greater visibility on campus: a more open dialogue about what it means to be a
first-generation student at an Ivy League school, dedicated staff to serve as support, and a list of best
practices so Ivies can use their abundant resources to ensure their most disadvantaged students are as
equipped to succeed as other students. If the infrastructure at an Ivy League school assumes everyone
comes from a certain socioeconomic background, as some first-generation students say, then change
needs to come at an institutional level. Dining halls at some schools, for example, close for spring break,
though some students can't afford to leave campus. While tuition, room, and board may be covered.
some universities tack on a "student fee" ranging from a few hundred to as much as a thousand dollars,
an amount that can be devastating to those trying to figure out how to pay for books.
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Rakesh Khurana, dean of Harvard College, grew up in Queens as the son of a teacher in the Bronx. "We
have to do a better job at making sure every student feels comfortable here," says Khurana, who recently
organized a task force to that end. In December, Harvard appointed two first-generation liaisons -- one in
the office of financial aid, the other in the office of career services -- to help ease the transition for
students. In January, Jason Munster, a first-generation low-income graduate student in environmental
sciences and engineering from Maine, was named Harvard College's first "first-generation tutor." If you're
poor and struggling, Munster is the person you can go to for help. With an undergraduate degree from
Harvard, Munster is also the campus liaison for the Harvard First Generation Alumni Network, founded
around the same time as the First Generation Student Union.
Still, students complain that Harvard worries too much about singling out first-generation students -- the
administration has been hesitant, for example, to offer them a specialized "bridge" program in the
summer before their freshman year. Khurana waves the accusation off, saying that as a college Harvard
is still figuring out how best to help. "I told the task force to imagine that we can create the best
environment possible for these kids -- no constraints," he says. "What is the ideal? Can we create
relationships earlier in their experience rather than later? Can we streamline certain forms of financial
aid? It's our goal to close this gap as quickly as possible."
ON A SUNDAY in mid-January, 18-year-old Alejandro Claudio has just packed up his duffel bag at his
family's first-floor apartment in a run-down triple-decker on Waldo Street in Providence's West End. A
crumbling statue of the Virgin Mary sits on the porch; next door is the Cranston Street Rescue Mission, a
soup kitchen. It's just a 15-minute drive across the city back to school after winter break, but to Claudio,
dressed most days in his Brown sweat shirt and Red Sox cap, Brown is worlds away from the
neighborhood where he grew up. On campus, his "perfect world up on the hill," he feels removed from the
worries at home -- how his mom, a day-care provider, and his dad, a welder, are going to make their rent or
keep their lights on. A political science, philosophy, and economics major, Claudio is well aware, though,
that he must succeed. "If I fail, I'm going back to poverty, to working in a factory. I need to get good
grades and get a job that pays well enough to help feed my family."
Claudio's bright, windowed dorm room overlooks a grassy quad, and he can eat whenever he wants at the
Ratty, the campus dining hall, because his meal plan is covered by his scholarship. During his first
semester, friends looked at him like he had five heads when he said he'd never tasted falafel, kebabs, or
curry. He had immigrated to the United States from the Dominican Republic when he was 8. "Growing up
in a poor family, we ate the same thing every night: rice, beans, and chicken," he says.
It was at Providence's predominantly Latino Central High School that Claudio, who would go on to be
class valedictorian, decided he didn't want a job in the fish factories where many of his friends' parents
worked. He believed he might actually escape the West End when he met Dakotah Rice, his coach on the
debate team and an undergrad low-income student at Brown. They'd get together at a Burger King across
from Central to talk about Claudio's future and his chances of going to Brown. "He understood my
background, and we'd talk for hours about how I could get in. He was like, 'If I can do it, you can too,' "
says Claudio. Now that he's on campus, Claudio sees just how big a social gap exists between him and
other students. It was easy to mistake other African-American and Latino students as coming from a
similar socioeconomic background -- but after striking up a conversation, Claudio was shocked to learn
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many were as moneyed as his white peers. At the first ice cream social, one student mentioned his dad
was a lawyer and his mom a doctor, then asked Claudio what his parents did. When he told them his dad
was a welder, the conversation ended awkwardly. Later in the semester, Claudio confided in a well-off
friend that his mom was asking him for money to help pay bills. "I'm sorry," the friend said, which made
Claudio feel worse. He's since stopped sharing his background so openly.
After parachuting into a culture where many kids seem to have a direct line to prestigious internships
through their well-off parents and feel entitled to argue with a professor over a grade, poor kids sense
their disadvantage. Even if they're in the same school as some of the nation's smartest and bestconnected young people, students' socioeconomic backgrounds seem to dictate how they navigate
campus. Research shows, for example, that upper-middle-class kids are better at asking for help at
college than low-income ones, in part because they know the resources available to them. Disadvantaged
students are accustomed to doing everything on their own because they rarely have parents educated
enough to help them with things like homework or college applications, so they may be less likely to go to
a writing center or ask a professor for extra help. Yolanda Rome, assistant dean for first-year and
sophomore students at Brown, says many disadvantaged students have come to her in tears after
getting a C on a paper. When she asks if they met with the instructor, the answer is typically no. "We're
working hard to change the campus culture," she says, "so these students know that asking for help is
not a weakness."
Anthony Jack, a resident tutor at Harvard alongside Jason Munster, is a PhD candidate in sociology
studying low-income students at elite colleges. He says low-income students show up at his office every
other week looking to vent about frustrations with campus life -- or to ask a question they don't know
whom else to ask, like "How do I get a recommendation for a fellowship?" In his research, Jack looks at
the experiences of both the "privileged poor," low-income students who attend an elite, private high
school before college, and the "doubly disadvantaged," or students who aren't familiar with the
expectations and norms of elite colleges. His findings suggest that low-income students' success on
campus may be tied to the social and cultural capital they possess. For example, do they arrive with the
same sense of entitlement as their more affluent peers, do they understand the importance of developing
one-on-one relationships with professors to earn future recommendations?
Jack says that the privileged poor adjust more easily to the campus culture than the doubly
disadvantaged. The latter see professors as distant authority figures and feel guarded in approaching
them, whereas the privileged poor, like upper-middle-class students, find it easier to cultivate the
relationship. "You're worth a professor's time," Jack will tell many of the students he mentors.
Does this reluctance to ask for help ultimately impact graduation rates? Perhaps not as much at an Ivy
League school as elsewhere. Nationally, the graduation rate for low-income, first-generation students in
bachelor's programs is about 11 percent, but that number increases dramatically at Ivy League schools,
where most of the financial burden is lifted from students. According to data collected by I'm First, an
online community for first-generation college students funded by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation,
at Harvard and Yale, 98 percent of students from minority groups underrepresented in college will
graduate with a four-year degree within six years; at Brown, it's 91 percent.
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When recent Brown graduate Renata Martin first came to campus, she had no idea how poor her family
was back in the Newark area, where her dad works as a pizza delivery driver. "Everyone who lived around
us was getting their lights shut off -- that was my normal," she says. She used her campus health
insurance to see a therapist for help with her identity struggles, but she couldn't afford the $15 copays.
Martin, who attended Brown on a $90,000 Jack Kent Cooke scholarship, says, "Brown assumes that all
students can afford small extras like that, but we can't." During lean weeks, she'd stop in to see the
campus chaplain to apply for funds to buy a book she couldn't afford or a bus ticket home. "It's really
hard to ask for help," she says. "But I had to get used to telling professors my story or I wouldn't have
gotten through Brown."
Beth Breger is the executive director of Leadership Enterprise for a Diverse America, a nonprofit that
helps prepare 100 high-achieving, low-income high school juniors per year for college and the application
process. Its students spend seven weeks on Princeton University's campus to study leadership and
attend seminars on things like writing, standardized-test prep, and campus life. They're introduced to the
resources that exist on campus, like the career center, where they can learn how to network and prepare
for job interviews. "Our students are very capable of doing the work academically, but we help them with
social and cultural aspects of school: why it's important to meet with their academic adviser and
professors, how to access a health center. We don't want them to feel like taking advantage of these
resources is a weakness." Bridge programs with similar goals exist for incoming freshmen at Princeton,
Stanford, and Yale. Says Breger: "There's a confidence issue with these kids. Many have never met a
corporate lawyer or Wall Street trader. They don't have a parent offering them a lens into the professional
world. We try to broaden their perspective."
WHEN JUNIOR Julia Dixon steps inside the small cafeteria at Trumbull College at Yale, the short-order
cook flipping hamburgers lights up: "Hi, Ms. Julia, what can I get for you today?" A man stacking crates of
clean glasses says to the Southern-born Dixon: "Ms. Julia, it's too cold for a Georgia peach today, isn't it?"
Wearing black-rimmed glasses and lipstick the color of Japanese eggplant, Dixon may be a long way from
her childhood as the second oldest of 11 growing up on food stamps in rural Georgia. But she sees the
dining room workers as family. In fact, when her parents rented a car and drove up to visit, they were
nervous around Dixon's friends -- but they asked to meet the cafeteria workers. "Can you watch out for my
baby girl?" her father asked the short-order cooks. That her parents reached out to dining hall staff on
their one visit to campus, rather than a professor or faculty member, gets at the heart of the split identity
Dixon has grappled with since her freshman year.
She's come to see herself as "Georgia Julia" and "Yale Julia," and reconciling the two identities is
complicated. Even her parents sense the change. On her second (and most recent) visit home in the three
years she's been at school, her father voiced concern at dinner one night that her education might cause
her to drift away from them. "I don't want you to be ashamed of us," he said. At first, Dixon wouldn't talk to
her parents about what she was going through at school -- a tough class she was taking, how much
money she had in her bank account. She's since realized that the only way to stay connected to them is
to talk openly about her problems, even if most of what she's experiencing is foreign to them.
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Poor students may feel out of place at an Ivy League school, but over time, they may feel as if they don't
belong at home, either. "Often, they come to college thinking that they want to return home to their
communities," says Rome, the Brown official. "But an Ivy League education puts them in a different place
-- their language is different, their appearance is different, and they don't fit in at home anymore, either."
Ellie Dupler, a junior global affairs major at Yale with wavy, reddish-brown hair and silver hoop earrings
she picked up in Turkey on a Yale-funded trip, lived in a trailer with her single mother in northern Michigan
until she was in the sixth grade. In high school, she took a public bus two hours each way to a better
public school than the one in her hometown. She's on a tight budget when we meet at Blue State
coffeehouse in New Haven. "I'm waiting for a check from financial aid, so I've been skipping some meals,"
she says. Even so, Dupler says Yale has given her a false sense of financial security. "Frankly, the longer
I'm here, the less that I feel I identify with having a low-income background."
Along with working three jobs, she's on the school's ski team -- her mom operated the chairlift at a resort
near her hometown, and Dupler could ski for free. When she shared her background with some of her
teammates, they were surprised. "I would have never have known you were low income," one told her. Her
best friend, who is from a wealthy suburb of New York City, helps her out when she needs it, though
Dupler says she's quick to repay her. Dupler thinks she's been able to blend in more easily at Yale than
some other low-income students because she's white. "Typically, unless I disclose my background in
some way, I'm assumed to be just like most of the other white students who grew up upper middle class
in a perfect house in the suburbs," she says. She likes seeing herself through other students' eyes. Maybe
it's even convinced her that she can live a different kind of life.
Still, graduation looms, and she worries about making it without the security of a Yale scholarship. "I feel
like here I'm moving up the socioeconomic ladder. But when I graduate, will I slip back down?" As a result,
she says, she's become obsessed with her career. "My friends joke that my aspirations change weekly."
She's currently set on getting a graduate degree in law and public policy and eventually a career in
international relations.
Julia Dixon says she tries not to see money as the most defining element of her identity anymore. Yale
has shown her a life where dinner conversations don't revolve around overdue bills. She's using the time
to think about her future -- without worrying about the financial means she needs to get there. "Money is
something I've learned to disassociate from. Maybe I see these four years as my chance to dream."
Brooke Lea Foster is a writer in New York. Send comments to magazine@globe.com.
BY THE NUMBERS
38% -- Share of undergraduates at four-year schools whose parents did not attend college
1 in 10 -- Number of people from low-income families who attain a bachelor's degree by age 25 (half of
the people from high-income families do)
4.5 million -- Number of low-income, first-generation students enrolled in post-secondary education,
about 24 percent of the undergraduate population
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BROWN GROUP BRINGS FIRST-GENS FROM MANY CAMPUSES TOGETHER
By Emeralde Jensen-Roberts
A new group at Brown brings first-gens from many campuses together to agitate for change.
On a frosty Saturday morning in February, more than 200 students, some wearing sleek business suits,
file in to Brown University's C.V. Starr auditorium. As they wait for the day's program to start, they sit in
small, chatty packs, picking at blueberry muffins and sipping coffee from paper cups. Some take selfies
with friends, later tweeted and hashtagged "1vyG2015."
Hailing from Brown and 15 other schools, some Ivies and some not, the students and more than 20
college administrators are here at the invitation of 1vyG, a first-generation student network launched last
year at Brown. 1vyG's founders, juniors Manuel Contreras, Jessica Brown, and Stanley Stewart, have been
studying the obstacles that first-generation students like them face at Brown, and the three-day
conference, believed to be the first of its kind, is a natural extension of that. Are students at other schools
dealing with the same challenges, and how can they share information to help improve campus life for
all?
The weekend's workshops are geared to fostering discussion between first-generation students and
administrators and to boosting students' coping skills on campus and beyond. Sessions include
Navigating Class and Culture on Campus, Building a Career as a First-Gen, and Coaching College-Bound
Students to Succeed.
Contreras comes away from the event determined to repeat it. "At bare minimum, we're going to be an
annual rotating conference," he says, with different schools playing host. Additional ambitions at Brown
include setting up a textbook lending library and establishing a mentorship program to connect incoming
students with current first-generation upperclassmen and alumni.
The ultimate goal remains constant: keep pushing schools to broaden their view and keep encouraging
students to find strength through their shared experience. "I want first-gens to be connected, [to] feel
happy and that they belong," says Contreras. "You may be the first, but you're not alone."
Related coverage:
- How did colleges become country clubs?
- Rejections from Harvard climb to a record high
- College costs top inflation, even with financial aid
- Compare the prices of colleges and universities
Credit: By Brooke Lea Foster
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